CREATIVE WRITING

Things to Do on the Island
Ken Bolton

great title—
In the very easy sense—
where you
say that sort of thing
Great
—is it?
Really?
anyway—it IS what’s
on
my mind:
THINGS TO DO
READ THESE POEMS,
IN THIS NEW BOOK
‘this’?
why not say
which new book, whose?
why in fact these questions—
of myself—when
I am writing the poem,
aren’t I?
because I’d like
to like them
& report I like them—
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but am not sure that I do or that I will
#
those poems
#
so there’s that:
read them.
Stop talking to myself, too, maybe.
& there’s
‘Do the drawings’—
to accompany Greg’s stuff—
do
a picture of the view
from Gabe & Stace’s
kitchen,
their last one, in London—
from memory,
but
—if not—
from this photocopy—
a view I loved,
but maybe not
loved by them
it reminded probably of going to work,
of
how small the flat was,
relatively,
of
London routine
(a railway line,
a noisy train
at regular intervals)
—the
day to day—
but I loved it.
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Draw that.
All I have to do really. It won’t matter much
if I don’t do any of it.
There will always be a new book of poems.
Greg’s poems
I will
illustrate,
or decorate

—

or I won’t
& it

won’t matter.
The London drawing
I can make
on the light-box
from a photocopy—
(trace, add charcoal.
I might
‘love’ doing it—I usually do)—
some late night,
at home, some time.
Nothing else.
So,
nothing much to do
I read the Murnane book I found in the library—
& it’s terrific.
Write a poem about insects,
sitting in the sun
near the
‘what-bug-is-that’ poster.
Towels on the line very still.
Birds move about. Cath, I think, fishing.
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